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Mohammed bin Rashid approves
projects for the happiness and
well-being of population
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Standards.

Ever New Dubai

(All our projects have one objective … People Happiness)
These discerning visionary words were uttered by HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,
Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, in a visit to Dubai Tram Depot
at Sufouh. During the visit, HH endorsed an array of projects to be undertaken by the Roads and
Transport Authority (RTA) aimed to bring happiness to residents. The projects portfolio included
the Sky Garden, Sheikh Zayed Road, Umm Suqeim and Beach Promenades, Bicycle Lanes, roads
and transport systems, and the 5-Year Plan for Internal Roads of Residential Districts (2019-2023).

H.E. Mattar Al Tayer

Director General and Chairman of
the Board of Executive Directors

Typical of his approach in motivating employees, HH praised the efforts of the team attending to the
efficient and transparent planning and handling of development projects in a way reflecting a clear
vision and teamwork dedicated to building the city of Dubai. HH was pleased with the projects he
reviewed and gave the green light to undertake them.
The visit of HH culminated in the endorsement of the Sky Garden Project. It is a pedestrian bridge
linking city landmarks on both shores of Dubai Creek featuring a unique, stylish design.
HH also endorsed the Sheikh Zayed Road Promenade between Dubai World Trade Center and the Financial Center Metro Stations, and the Sunset Beach encompassing family recreational areas spanning 80,000 square metres connected with Jumeirah Beach Promenade. Projects endorsed included
Deira Plaza comprising urban parks for family gathering and relaxation in surrounding areas as well
as lovers of outdoor hiking.
In line with Dubai’s efforts to go 10 years ahead of cosmopolitan cities through innovative solutions
and creative ideas, HH endorsed the Sky Pod; a sophisticated transit system in the sky of Dubai
linking hotspots such as the Dubai Financial Center and Downtown districts.
The visit was a great occasion to brief HH about the progress in key road projects undertaken by RTA
such as the Dubai – Al Ain Road Improvement Project over a sector running 17 km, widening Tripoli
Street over a 12 km sector, and the improvement of the 13 km-long Shandagha Corridor. Road projects also included Improvement of Khawaneej Street and Mushrif Park covering three main junctions
on Khawaneej Street and Al Amardi Street. HH also reviewed progress in the expansion of the coverage of smart traffic systems from 11% to 60% of Dubai roads, and several other vital projects.
In conclusion, we renew our commitment to HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai; HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Dubai Crown Prince and Chairman of the Executive Council; and HH Sheikh
Maktoum bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Deputy Ruler of Dubai and First Deputy Chairman
of the Executive Council, to stay on the track they have charted to bring happiness to people, enhance
the integration of public transit means, and undertake various roads and transport projects.
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Mohammed bin Rashid approves
projects for the Happiness and
Well-being of people.
HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the
UAE and Ruler of Dubai, has approved a package of future projects to be developed by the
Roads and Transport Authority (RTA). The projects, aimed at enhancing the happiness of
residents, include a Sky Garden, bicycle lanes and promenades at Sheikh Zayed Road, Umm
Suqeim and Jumeirah Beach. His Highness also endorsed road and public transport projects
as well as a five-year plan for constructing internal roads in residential districts (2019-2023).

His Highness reviewed the progress of road projects at Tripoli,

points - Bazaar Street, Technology Park and Urban Park span-

Khawaneej, Mushrif Park and improvements of Dubai-Al Ain

ning an area of 54,000 square meters.

Road, and roads leading to the International City.

HH Sheikh Mohammed also reviewed a project undertaken by

Happiness Projects

RTA in cooperation with Careem to operate 3,500 bicycles at
350 stations in Dubai. The project will be the first bicycle-pool

HH Sheikh Mohammed approved these projects during a re-

phased programme of its kind in the region. Careem will use

cent visit to RTA. HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director General and

smart features to track bicycles, predict high occupancy areas,

Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of RTA, briefed

and connect all bicycles through GPS, besides using environ-

HH Sheikh Mohammed on the Sky Garden Project, a new

mental sustainability methods by operating solar-powered bi-

footbridge boasting an iconic, stylish design measuring 380

cycle racks and connecting them to a wireless network. Cus-

meters in length and 60 meters in height and spanning an

tomers can hire bicycles with their credit cards, NOL cards or

area of 3,422 square meters. Sky Garden promises to be a

smartphone apps linked with the S’hail system.

new tourist destination for residents and visitors. The bridge,

His Highness also reviewed the Sunset promenade project, a

which connects many of the city’s landmarks along the shores

new beachfront area spanning 80,000 square

of Dubai Creek, has a green environment extending along the

Metres connected to Jumeirah Beach Walk focused on pro-

bridge together with multi-level lanes for cycling and running.

moting family entertainment. It includes beach areas and

The project will offer a stunning panoramic view of old and

unique models of several floating islands with a total beach

new Dubai. It will also feature new commercial outlets and nat-

area of 107,000 square meters, in addition to modern designs

urally shaded areas that encourage the practice of

of green hills, sandy hills, parking lots, public facilities and retail

healthy outdoor activities.

spaces. Sheikh Mohammed also reviewed Deira Plaza project,
which spans an area of 35,000 square metres. The project pro-

HH Sheikh Mohammed also reviewed details of the Sheikh

vides an urban public space for entertainment of families and

Zayed Road promenade located between Dubai World Trade

residents of surrounding areas and an environment for out-

Centre and Financial Centre Metro Stations. It utilises the area

door walking. Boasting modern designs of shaded urban parks,

underneath the Dubai Metro viaduct and transforms it into a

it seeks to create new spaces for social engagement. The plaza

modern green space stretching 2.5 km open for visitors to en-

that is part of the project features spaces for events, hiking,

gage in walking and cycling. The walkways include three main

public rest areas, and multi-storey parking.
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Advanced Transport

His Highness was briefed about the Skypods project, a suspended transit system that links vital spots such as the Dubai
Financial Centre and the Downtown with the Business Bay.
Passing through the Happiness Street and runs up to City

and running lanes, offering panoramic views of surrounding
areas such as Burj Al Arab and Madinat Jumeirah.

Smart Traffic Systems

His Highness reviewed the progress in the expansion of the

Walk, through tracks extending 15 km in length. The project,

Smart Traffic Systems Project, one of the strategic projects

which has 21 stations and the capacity to transit 8,400 riders

implemented by RTA to provide an integrated infrastructure

per hour per

of smart traffic systems that utilise artificial intelligence tech-

direction, offers an urban transit experience that features

nologies, big data and the Internet of Things. It aims to raise

modern-designed pods passing through Dubai’s towers. It is

the coverage of smart traffic systems in roads network in the

characterised by uniquely designed stations and rail-support-

emirate from 11% to 60%, improve accident and congestion

ing structures extending along the track. The project will main-

monitoring time on the emirate’s roads to ensure a speedy

tain design harmony with the Dubai Metro stations.

response, and provide real-time traffic information about the

His Highness further attended a briefing about the Umm

condition of roads network via Variable Messaging Sign (VMS)

Suqeim promenade to be located between Mall of the Emir-

and smart apps. The project will also enhance the efficiency of

ates and Madinat Jumeirah running 1,500 meters in length

managing the traffic movement in major event venues such as

over an area of 28,000 square meters. It has three main recre-

Expo 2020.

ational areas for families: City Hub Plaza, Time Out Plaza and

The project includes establishing a new traffic control centre at

Village Plaza. The project includes a landmark 110-metre pe-

Al Barsha to control the traffic in the city using the latest ar-

destrian bridge above Jumeirah Street with dedicated cycling

tificial intelligence technologies and big data analysis systems.
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Systems in use include traffic monitoring and information cap-

constructing new bridges and service roads on both sides of

turing systems, information display systems via the Variable

the road. These improvements will enhance the traffic safe-

Messaging Sign, telecommunication network infrastructure

ty and step up the capacity of the Dubai – Al Ain road from

systems, and the integrated central traffic control system.

6,000 vehicles per hour per direction to 12,000 vehicles per

When completed, the project will contribute to upgrading the

hour per direction. It will also serve the developments on both

Dubai smart traffic systems to bring it in line with advanced

sides of the road such as the Dubai Silicon Oasis, Dubailand

countries such as Singapore and South Korea where coverage

Residence Complex, Liwan, Meydan One, and the Dubai Design

exceeds 85%.

District. It will provide entry and exit points for about 550,000

His Highness endorsed the new innovative design of public

persons by 2030.

bus stations. The design caters to the needs of key densely

Sheikh Mohammed also reviewed the progress of the wid-

populated areas as well as the current and future operational

ening of Tripoli Street from two to three lanes in each di-

needs of public bus services. The stylish design of the stations

rection over a 12 km sector from the intersection of Sheikh

blends its practical interior design with its external shape and

Mohammed bin Zayed Road up to Emirates Road. The proj-

utilises constructional elements to serve and integrate the ar-

ect, which features the construction of four intersections,

chitectural design.

will reduce the congestion at Tripoli and Airport Streets

Work Progress

by 30%, especially at the entry points of Mirdiff and Al
Warqaa. It will also increase the capacity of the network by

His Highness reviewed the progress of key road projects cur-

12,000 vehicles per hour in both directions, enhance the

rently being implemented by RTA including the Dubai – Al Ain

link between Dubai and Sharjah, which in turn will ease the

Road Improvement Project over a sector that extends across

traffic in surrounding residential areas, and cut the waiting

17 km. The project includes widening the road from three to

time at the existing intersections from three minutes to

six lanes in each direction, upgrading six key intersections, and

less than a minute.
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Shindagha Corridor

Khawaneej Corridor

ridor extending 13 km from Sheikh Rashid Street, passing by

Corridor and Mushrif Park Project. It covers the construction

Al Mina and Al Khaleej Streets up to Cairo Street. Works were

of three main junctions at Khawaneej Street and Al Amardi

completed during the construction of the junction between

Street. Work on the intersection of Khawaneej Street with

Sheikh Rashid Street and Oud Metha Street in April 2016.

Sheikh Zayed bin Hamdan Al Nahyan Street include the con-

Construction works on the junction of Sheikh Rashid Street

struction of an underpass at Khawaneej Street along with a

with Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Street were completed in May

surface junction fitted with signals to ensure free and safe

2018. Work on the construction of Shandagha Bridge (Infinity

passage on Khawaneej Road. The work also includes the im-

Bridge) is currently in progress. Construction of the Bridge is

provement of the existing roundabout at the intersection of

expected to be completed in May 2021, and work on the en-

Khawaneej-Al Amardi Streets and its conversion into a signal-

try/exit points of Deira Island at Abu Baker Al Siddique Street

ised junction.

is expected to be completed in May 2020. RTA will soon start

Other construction work includes the improvement of the in-

construction works on the upper deck of Deira-bound Cor-

tersection of Al Amardi Street and Emirates Road through the

niche Street. In the third quarter this year, it will start work on

construction of a flyover on Emirates Road and a footbridge

the improvements of the intersection of Omar Bin Al Khattab

near the Arabian Centre at Khawaneej Street. The project will

Street and Al Musalla Street with Al Khaleej Street. Works also

provide a direct link between Al Awir and Khawaneej to ease

include constructing the sloping road of the Infinity Bridge in

the movement of residents in both directions. Improvements

Bur Dubai along with bridges connecting with Shindagha Tun-

include creating an Airport network through a link with Sheikh

nel besides improving the Falcon junction in the last quarter

Zayed bin Hamdan Al Nahyan Road and Emirates Road. The

of this year.

project will improve the traffic flow on Khawaneej Street and

His Highness inspected the progress of the Shindagha Cor-

His Highness was briefed on the progress of the Khawaneej

Sheikh Zayed bin Hamdan Al Nahyan Road, and reduce the
delay by 45 seconds. It will also improve the traffic flow on
Khawaneej and Al Amardi Streets, and reduce the delay time
from 120 to 60 seconds.
His Highness was also briefed on the improvements made
to Al Awir Road and the entrances to the International City,
whose final phase was opened recently. The project contributed to reducing the distance covered when exiting the
International City through Ras Al Khor. Improvements also
resulted in widening Nouakchott Street from two to three
lanes in each direction, as well as widening Al Manama Street,
resulting in increasing the road intake by about 1,500 vehicles per hour per lane.

Internal Roads

His Highness also endorsed the Five-Year Internal Roads

envisages the construction of roads at Khawaneej 2, Oud

Plan 2019-2023 which covers the construction of in-

Al Muteena 1, Sama Jadaf, Wadi Al Shabak, Mushrif, Al

ternal roads in several residential districts across Dubai.

Quoz 2, Al Qusais 3, 4 and 5, Nad Al Sheba 2 and 3, Al

The projects reflect His Highness’s keenness to improve

Barsha South 3, Al Warqa 4, Shuaila, Saeer, Al Salmi, Jebel

the roads network to meet the demand created by the

Ali Industrial 1, Al Awir 1, Morghem, Lehbab, Nizwa, Umm

demographic and urban growth in the Emirate. The plan

Nahad 3, and Crushers Area in Hatta.
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Al Tayer briefs Italian delegation
about investment prospects of RTA
HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of
Roads and Transport Authority( RTA ,)received HE Luigi Di Maio ,Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Economic Development and Labour ,Italy .The Italian Deputy Premier was
accompanied by a delegation comprising 170 representatives of Italian businesses operating in roads and transport industry .The gathering discussed means of boosting cooperation between RTA and its Italian counterparts ,and transport challenges ,as well as key
projects RTA will be undertaking in future.
Al Tayer welcomed the Italian Deputy Premier and praised
the strong relationships between the UAE and Italy as reflected in the growth of bilateral trade ,joint ventures in various fields and the exchange of tourist visits .Al Tayer hoped
to see Italian specialist firms engaged in roads and transport
projects in Dubai.
He also reflected on the investment prospects looming for
the private sector through roads and transportation projects
RTA is considering to undertake in future including the construction of roads extending hundreds of kilometres ,and the
expansion of metro and tramway projects costing billions of
dirhams .He noted that such projects would open massive
chances for the private sector.
The gathering discussed RTA driverless mobility initiatives
such as driverless pods-2 ,seater autonomous air taxi ,region‘s
first driverless taxi ,and the-10 seater driverless ,smart vehicle.
HE Luigi Di Maio ,Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Economic Development & Labour in Italy commended the public

“The gathering was a good chance to exchange expertise be-

transport projects delivered by RTA and expressed an intention

tween Italian firms and RTA in matters related to the construc-

to forge cooperative links with RTA.

tion and management of infrastructure and public transport.

Al Tayer discusses cooperation with Queensland Premier

HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of
Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has recently met with Hon Annastacia Palaszczuk
MP, Premier and Minister for Trade, Queensland, Australia. The meeting discussed means
of boosting cooperation and sharing expertise between RTA and its Australian counterpart.
The two leaders also reviewed RTA‘s future projects, especially the electric buses.
Al Tayer welcomed the visiting Australian Minister and

ects. She expressed her aspirations to extend this cooperation

praised the relationships between RTA and Australian en-

further to include sharing expertise of electric buses, marine

tities operating in the fields of public transport, marine

transit means and smart mobility.

transport and licensing.
“We have a good level of cooperation with several Australian
firms operating in the fields of public transport, vehicle licensing and registration, training of drivers, and traffic systems.
RTA has also benefited from Australian expertise in the operation of marine transit modes,” said Al Tayer.
During the meeting, Al Tayer reviewed RTA‘s efforts in driverless mobility means highlighted by Sky Pods, the 2 seater
Autonomous Air Taxi, the region‘s first driverless taxi, and the
10 seater smart driverless vehicle.
The Premier of Queensland, Australia was delighted with the
engagement of Australian businesses across several RTA proj-

Al Tayer reviews work progress
of Route 2020 with Alstom

HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive
Directors of Roads and Transport Authority( RTA ,)recently received HE Henri
Poupart-Lafarge – Chairman and CEO of Alstom ,France.
The meeting discussed work progress on Route 2020 for the extension of Dubai Metro Red Line from Nakheel Harbour and Tower
Station to the site of Expo 2020 undertaken by the Alstom-led Expolink Consortium .Al Tayer was briefed on the progress of the project
where the total completion rate had exceeded .70% He also reviewed
the progress on the manufacturing of trains by Alstom ,covering the
supply of 50 trains 15 ;for serving Expo 2020 and 35 for upgrading
the level of service of Dubai Metro.
Al Tayer stressed the importance of complying with the approved delivery schedule of the project ,as all rail works of Route 2020 Project
are expected to be completed by May ,2019 and the trial run of the
metro on the extended line is to commence in February.2020
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RTA renews Dubai Metro Operation & Maintenance Contract
with Serco until 2021 at a value of 680 Million Dirhams

The newly extended contract covers Route2020 ,Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has
signed a contract extending the operation and maintenance of the Dubai Metro with the British Serco Group until September .2021 The new contract covers the operation & maintenance
of the Dubai Metro Red Line Extension Project( Route .)2020 This extension spans 15 km
and connects 7 stations 5( elevated and 2 underground ,)and the test-run of the service is
expected to start in February.2020
The Dubai Metro lines currently have a network length of 75 km,

stations .It will also cater to the provision of high-class passenger

which will increase to 90 km with the Red Line expansion and will

transit services customised to the daily ridership demands.

have over 120 trains running at peak times.

“The contract scope also covers operating and maintaining the fare

The total value of the fixed base fee for the two-year contract

systems of Dubai Metro and collecting the proceeds of selling and

is around 680 million dirhams ) equivalent to about 140 million

recharging nol cards ,besides recruiting & training citizens to achieve

sterling pounds.(

a set Emiratisation target .The RTA is keen on qualifying Emiratis and

HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the Board

the transfer of knowledge of international expertise in the operation

of Executive Directors of the RTA ,signed the Contract on be-

and maintenance of rail systems ;a new field to the region.

half of RTA ;and Hon .Rupert Soames ,Serco Group Chief Ex-

“There are many factors attributing the operation and maintenance

ecutive Officer represented Serco during the signing ceremony.

of the Dubai Metro to be contracted to specialised world-class com-

Attending the ceremony were Baroness Rona Fairhead ,Minister

panies .These include the requirement to have specialized experience

of State for Trade & Export Promotion and HE Patrick Moody,

in undertaking critical tasks as well as the know-how in operating

British ambassador to the UAE.

and maintaining sophisticated electronic ,computer and mechanical

“Serco has delivered operational performance levels in the

systems essential for the metro operation.

Dubai Metro with a high train service availability of99.9%

“Moreover ,contracting the operation & maintenance to specialised

and a punctuality of ,99.8% achieving a record of 204 million

companies reduces the operational costs of the metro as private busi-

journeys in .2018 RTA‘s introduction of edge-cutting technolo-

nesses are able to provide high quality service and performance at

gies of the rail operation industry also contributed to achieving

lower costs through continuous improvements and value engineering.

these indicators ”,said Al Tayer.

This allows RTA to focus on its core responsibilities of developing leg-

“Under the contract ,the Company will provide operational & main-

islation and overseeing implementation & enforcement .Additionally,

tenance services to both lines of the Dubai Metro as well as Route

the practice of contracting the operations and maintenance of the

2020involving the extension of the Red Line to the site of Expo.

metro is adopted in several rail systems worldwide such as London,

The contract also covers all metro assets such as trains ,railways and

France ,Australia ,Korea ,and the USA metro lines among others ”,explained Al Tayer.
Rupert Soames ,Serco Group Chief Executive ,said“ :We are delighted to have agreed this extended and expanded contract to continue
operating and maintaining the Dubai Metro ,which is amongst the
largest and most reliable rail services in the world .We look forward
to working in close partnership with the RTA in support of the preparations for Expo 2020 and beyond”.
“This Contract demonstrates the high confidence that RTA has in
Serco to continue with delivering world-class levels of safety ,operational performance and customer service”.

Al Tayer inaugurates world‘s first
robot-operated number plates factory

The facility can produce 33 thousand plates per day

HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has recently inaugurated the first factory
in the world that uses robots in the manufacturing of vehicle number plates ,with a
capacity of 33,000 plates per day.
The factory uses the technology of the fourth industrial revo-

It is a system of printing vehicle licensing plates using robotics.

lution and artificial intelligence applications in printing number

The robot receives printing orders electronically through the

plates without any human intervention .In the near future ,RTA

e-Licensing System and starts printing plates without any hu-

will install 10 similar machines at centres of service providers

man intervention .The system tracks the lifecycle of the num-

and will be controlled through RTA‘s central factory.

ber plate from manufacturing up to scrapping using the QR

Al Tayer toured the factory ,which is located at the Custom-

Code affixed to the plate.

ers Happiness Centre in Deira .He attended a briefing about

Each manufacturing unit can produce 11 thousand plates per

the new and unique technology used in the factory ;which was

day ,i.e 350 .to 700 plates per hour maximum( one plate per

designed and produced by the German company TONNJES

15seconds .)The machine can automatically print six different

MIDDLE EAST GMBH.

types of plates at a time.
Al Tayer also reviewed the comparative features of old and new
plates manufacturing systems .For instance ,the production
capacity of the new system is 33,000 plates per day ,compared to only 3,000 plates per day for the old system .The
new machine can produce a plate every 15 seconds ,while the
old one used to take about two minutes to print a single plate.
The new machine can print six different types of plates at a
time ,but the old one couldn‘t print more than one type of
plates .The new machine has zero margin error in the printing
of plates whereas the old one has the potential of repeating
the printing of some numbers.
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28% of building works completed in
Al Barsha Traffic Control Centre

Completion rate hits 25% in
expansion of smart traffic systems project
HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors
of Dubai‘s Roads and Transport Authority( RTA ,)announced that work completion on
the expansion of RTA‘s Smart Traffic Systems Project has reached25%
The Project is undertaken under the implementation of the

is intended to expand the coverage of Dubai roads by smart

directives of HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum,

systems network from the present 11% to ,60% and cut the

Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of

time of detecting accidents and congestions build-up on roads

Dubai ,to broaden the scope of smart traffic systems in support

and ensure quick response .It will also provide instant traffic

of ranking Dubai as the smartest city worldwide .Hence ,it entails

information to the public about roads condition via new Vari-

using smart technologies to ease people mobility in Dubai.

able Messaging Signs and smart apps ,and enhance the effi-

Al Tayer made such announcement following a recent tour to

cient management of traffic movement during major events,

the site of the new Traffic Control Centre at Al Barsha ,which

such as Expo 2020 .

Al Tayer was briefed about the progress of building the new

The fourth covers the advanced central traffic system .The

control centre ;which comprises four divisions :traffic control

system supports decision taking ,ensures an automatic re-

centre ,two wings for support offices and the reception lounge

sponse ,and enables the integration with devices at the site as

connecting the four divisions .It also has an attached utility

well as other traffic centres and operations.

building for electricity and air-conditioning units .The progress

The fifth part covers constructing the building of the Traffic

rate in the Centre‘s building has clocked 26% as the building

Control Center featuring a state-of-the-art design of control

structure has now been fully completed and work started in

rooms fitted with devices such as giant screens as well as us-

the cladding and electromechanical works.

er-friendly & efficient control systems for use by operators&

He also inspected the progress of work in the five main ar-

engineers.

eas of the project .The first covers traffic monitoring & data

“This project is part of the deliverable of the Innovation Lab

capturing systems .It involves the installation of 116 cameras,

(RTA Route2030 ) endorsed by HH Sheikh Mohammed bin

100Radar Vehicle Detection Systems( RVDS 114 ,)Bluetooth

Rashid Al Maktoum. It entails upgrading and expanding the

devices ,and 17 Road Weather Information Systems( RWIS.)

smart traffic systems in Dubai by providing an integrated in-

The second relates to information signs( dynamic messages;)

frastructure of smart traffic systems in the Emirate and con-

which involves the installation of 112 signs providing instant

structing a new traffic management centre at Al Barsha. Upon

information to drivers about the road condition .The third in-

completion, the project will ease the management of traffic

volves constructing the infrastructure of civil works such as

bottlenecks and accidents, enhance the safety of road users,

fiber optic lines ,and electricity distribution network .These

and ease personal mobility, thanks to the use of sophisticated

works involve the extension works spanning about 400 km.

technologies,” concluded Al Tayer.
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Opening Al Mutakamela Vehicle Testing
and Registration Centre at Al Quoz

The facility ranks as one of the largest technical testing centres in Dubai

HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of
the Roads and Transport Authority )RTA(has inaugrated Al Mutakamela Vehicle Testing and
Registration Centre at Al Quoz ,Dubai .It spans an area of 140 thousand square meters rendering it one of the largest technical testing and registration centres in Dubai that serves densely
populated areas.
Al Tayer cut the ribbon ushering the official opening of the

centre which provides services relating to vehicle testing&

centre in the presence of Abdullah Yousef Al-Ali ,CEO of Li-

registration ,vehicle insurance ,number plates ,vehicle testing

censing Agency ;and Yahya Al-Qalam ,Vice President and CEO

for export ,vehicle washing ,repair and painting ,tyre repair,

of Al-Qalam Vehicles Centre .He toured the facilities of the

electric and AC repair.

Uber acquires Careem

Dubai‘s Roads and Transport Authority announced that the acquisition of Careem by Uber reflects the maturity and flexibility of Dubai‘s economy ,being a nurturing environment for new pioneering businesses .We ,at RTA ,always welcome partnerships with the private sector ,especially
in the field of‘ Mobility and Transportation‘.

Al Tayer inspected the six testing bays of different sizes together with the bikes testing bay .He also visited the service
lounge and reviewed the additional services provided .The
Centre can accommodate about 1800 vehicles per day ,and
each bay can handle 25 vehicles per hour .The centre is open
from 07:00 am to 07:00 pm ,from Saturday to Thursday.
Al Tayer also reviewed the vehicle testing steps starting with
the receiving of the vehicle and photographing number plates.
Communication will be established with the Traffic System
from the moment the vehicle enters the testing bay .The testing starts with the body ,including head and rear lights ,brakes,
and suspension followed by the testing of the undercarriage
and chassis using modern imaging technology capable of detecting faults.
Yahya Al-Qalam briefed Al Tayer about the unique features of
Al Mutakamela Centre ;which is fitted with the world‘s latest
vehicle testing technologies ;which contributes to accurate&
quick testing processes .The centre provides smart services
that enable clients to process their transactions through their
mobile phones and tabs .It uses the latest technology of monitoring and security including surveillance screens installed at
the front of the testing bays to monitor the time taken and
assess the efficiency of testers .There are also screens in the
central control room that reflect the operational condition of
each bay ,as well as screens in the customer‘s service lounge to

in various localities to save their time and effort .Therefore,

track the work progress.

these centres spread in various parts of the Emirate ,especially

At the end of the tour ,Al Tayer expressed his delight with the

densely populated areas ”,said Al Tayer.

keenness of the management of the centre to use advanced

The opening of new vehicle testing and registration centres

vehicle testing technology and the recruitment of Emiratis in

is decided following elaborate field surveys for selecting the

various jobs .He also praised the attention paid to conserving

appropriate locations .The study team visits the sites proposed

the environment and optimising the use of energy.

for constructing new centres and looks into several key issues

“RTA is committed to delivering best-in-class services to

such as the population density ,lack of suitable centre nearby,

customers at the highest international standards of vehicle

no impact on the traffic flow of surrounding streets ,and the

testing ,registration and licensing .Expanding the testing cen-

steady increase in the number of vehicles in the vicinity of the

tres stems from RTA‘s keenness to reach out to customers

new centre.

This acquisition will have no implications on the contract

Uber and Careem ,and is in touch with both the parties.

signed by RTA with Careem for establishing an e-hail taxi com-

RTA confirms that Uber‘s acquisition of Careem will not have im-

pany ,which is progressing according to the approved schedule.

pact on the e-hail services provided by the two companies to cli-

RTA has been closely monitoring the negotiations between

ents ,nor will it affect the limousine and chauffeurs in this sector.
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Cladding works completed of Al Furjan Station
Completion rate of Route 2020 track work hits 80%

HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of Dubai‘s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA), announced that the construction progress rate of the entire Route 2020 Project, which is the extension of
the Red Line of Dubai Metro to Expo 2020 site, has reached 70%. The line extends
15 km from Nakheel Harbour & Tower Station (11.8 km elevated track, and 3.2 km
underground track). The completion rate had hit 80% on the rail track work and
50-60% for the station works of Route 2020 Project.

Al Tayer revealed these details during an inspection tour to

movement between the two sides of the station. It has been

several stations including Expo, Al Furjan and Nakheel Har-

designed to handle the expected number of riders during the

bour & Tower Stations. He attended a briefing by Abdul-

period of Expo 2020. The station has a capacity of 522 thou-

Mohsin Ibrahim Younes, CEO of Rail Agency; and Abdul Redha

sand passengers per day in both directions, at a rate of 29

Abu Al Hasan, Executive Director of Rail Planning & Projects

thousand passengers per hour per direction. The gold-rimmed

Development. Viaduct construction work had been completed

wings of the station‘s canopy, which resemble the wings of a

spanning 11.8 km.

plane, are meant to emulate innovation and advancement.

Al Tayer inspected work progress of Expo Station; one of

The completion rate of the Expo Station has exceeded 50%,

project‘s key stations. It will handle millions of visitors as it is

and more than 90% of metal structures of the station have

the main link to Expo site. The station has been meticulous-

been installed. Work is up-and-running on the installation of

ly designed to ensure accessibility and smooth operations at

the winged metal structure of the station, and more than 30%

all times. The multi-level structure of the station comprises a

of electromechanical works have been completed.

ground floor, mezzanine, concourse, and a train platform level.

Al Tayer inspected the work progress of Al Furjan station,

It will serve Expo 2020 site and the surroundings as it extends

where external cladding works have been completed. The con-

from Expo Village and Expo Mall to the West, and to Expo Yard

tractor has finished the installation of the metal structure and

towards the East.

roof cladding, and the completion rate has almost reached

The central corridor at the concourse level links pedestrian

57% and while the progress on electromechanical works has
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reached 25% . The company has started works on architectur-

and the contractor has completed the installation of the metal

al finishing works of the station‘s lobby.

structure and is working on the roof cladding. Preparations

Al Tayer also inspected work progress of Nakheel Harbour and

are underway for the installation of the footbridge linking the

Tower Station; a transfer station between Dubai Metro Red

station with the parking area.

Line and Route 2020. It has a design typical to the design

Al Tayer was delighted with the work progress on Route 2020

of the existing metro stations to maintain the identity and

which is progressing according to the approved timeline. The

appearance of stations on Sheikh Zayed Road. However, the

new metro carriages have commenced arrival in Dubai since

interior has been designed to handle numbers bigger than the

August 2018, and the construction of viaducts was completed

capacity of current stations on the Red Line, while taking into

in November last year. All rail works of Route 2020 are sched-

consideration environmental sustainability concerns. The con-

uled for completion by May 2019. RTA will start the test-run

struction completion rate of the station has exceeded 50%,

of the metro in February 2020.

RTA completes 80% of roads leading
to‘ Jewel of the Creek ‘Project

The project covers construction of 1.4 km-long tunnels, 7 km-long roads

HE Mattar Al Tayer, Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors
of Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) announced the completion of 80% of road works
leading to Jewel of the Creek Project undertaken in collaboration with Dubai International
Real Estate. The project, which lies between Al Maktoum and the Floating Bridges, boasts
of a design rendering it a landmark tourist destination, adding further prominence to the
city and the tourist profile of the area. All construction of road works and underpasses
of the project are scheduled for completion by June end.
Al Tayer made this statement during a site visit of the project,

North-East leading to the sloping Eastern road from Al Mak-

which includes the construction of entry and exit points of the

toum Bridge to Baniyas Street.

Jewel of the Creek Project; promises to be an iconic architec-

The Eastern access includes surface entry points from and to

tural addition to the shores of Dubai Creek.

the Eastern basement parking, and single-lane tunnels for the

“The project includes the construction of tunnels extending

basement parking access from Al Ittihad Street parallel to the

1.4 km and roads spanning 7 km. The ground and basement

Floating Bridge, and from Baniyas Street to the East. Works

access points of the Jewel of the Creek Project have been

also include the construction of roads for the surface entry

linked with Baniyas Street to the north, and Al Ittihad Street

points for the traffic inbound from Al Ittihad Street to the

to the east through streets, tunnels and slope roads leading to

South, and single-lane tunnels to the East for the parking to

the basement parking of the project. The project also includes

provide an exit in the direction of Abu Dhabi and Al Ittihad

the construction of a footbridge extending 81 metres crossing

Street to the North.

over Baniyas Street by the last quarter of this year together

It is noteworthy that the Jewel of the Creek Project, which spans

with other lighting works as well as protecting and shifting the

in an area of 125,675 square metres, encompasses a 5-star

existing utility lines,” explained Al Tayer.

hotel with 438 rooms, four residential towers comprising 756

The Northern access of the project comprises entry points to

serviced apartments, 20 restaurants, man-made lake, and a wa-

the basement parking through the tunnel for traffic bound to

terfront promenade and marina for 65 berths. The project also

the west of Baniyas Street and the traffic inbound from the

includes a 4-star hotel with 403 rooms, 3-star hotel with 405

slope road of Al Maktoum Bridge. It also includes exit points

rooms in addition to two connected residential towers compris-

for the basement parking through the tunnel to Baniyas Street

ing 389 serviced apartments featuring an Arabic-Islamic design,

towards the East and West in addition to exit points to the

mini-mall, and a parking space for about 6000 vehicles.
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Opening Phase II of upgrading Ras Al Khor
Street and entrances of International City Project

On Saturday31 st of April ,2019 Roads and Transport Authority ) RTA (will open Phase II of
upgrading Ras Al Khor Street( Ex Al Awir )and entrances of International City Project .The
project is constructed in coordination with Nakheel ,the main developer of the International
City .The project had been undertaken based on traffic impact study for International City
and the Dragon Mart ,especially after the opening of the expansion of Dragon Mart ,and the
expected growth of traffic density in the area.
HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the

and signalised junctions enabling movement in all directions,

Board of Executive Directors of Roads and Transport Author-

namely on Al Manama-International City Streets( ex Street

ity( RTA ,)said“ ,Phase II of the project includes improvements

,)414Al Manama-Warsan 1 Streets ,and Al Manama Street-

of Al Manama Street and widening the junctions there ,namely

Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Road ”,said Al Tayer.

the extension of Al Manama-Al Warsan 1 Streets( ex Nouak-

The improvement of Al Manama Street-Sheikh Mohammed

chott St ,)Al Manama Street-Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed

bin Zayed Road included widening the flyover above Sheikh

Road ,and International City-Al Manama Streets .Improve-

Mohammed bin Zayed Road from three to four lanes in each

ments of junctions also included the construction of bridges

direction to increase its capacity from 4500 to 6000 vehicles

per hour .It also included increasing the number of lanes in

Works also included improving the existing surface intersec-

the sector from Ras Al Khor Street to Sharjah ,and from the

tion of Al Manama with Warsan Street( 1 ex Nouakchott

International City to Jebel Ali and Abu Dhabi ,from one to two

Street )to a signalised junction enabling movement in all di-

lanes .The increase will double the capacity of slope roads from

rections .A two-lane flyover has been constructed to serve the

800to 1600 vehicles per hour.

traffic from Warsan Street 1 to the left in the direction of

“Al Manama Street has been widened in the sector between

Sheikh Zayed bin Hamdan Al Nahyan Street .It will increase

Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Road and the entrance of the

the capacity of the intersection by 3000 vehicles per hour.

International City from three to six lanes in each direction .The
step will increase the street capacity by 1500 vehicles per hour

Phase I

per direction .Al Manama Street has been widened in the sec-

In July 2018 RTA opened Phase I of Ras Al Khor and the

tor from the entrance of the International City up to Sheikh

entrances of the International City Project .Works included

Zayed bin Hamdan Al Nahyan Street from two to five lanes

improvements on Ras Al Khor Street from Sheikh Moham-

in each direction .These expansion works are expected to in-

med bin Zayed Road to Sheikh Zayed bin Hamdan Al Nahyan

crease the intake of the street from 3000 vehicles per hour to

Street .A two-lane flyover was constructed between Warsan

7500vehicles per hour.

1and Ras Al Khor Streets enabling free traffic from Warsan

Phase II also included the improvement of the junction of Al

1Street to Ras Al Khor Street to the west( in the direction

Manama Street and the entrance of the International City to

of Dubai Downtown .)It included U-turns for traffic from Ras

a signalised junction enabling movement in all directions ,and

Al Khor Street to Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Road and a

the construction of a flyover of three lanes in each direction,

service road in both directions of Ras Al Khor Street to ensure

offering free crossing of Al Manama Street .The step will in-

the smooth traffic flow on this key road separating it from

crease the capacity of the street to 4500 vehicles per hour.

International City ,Dragon Mart and Al Warqaa.
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‘Testahel‘ honorees celebrated
during Happiness Week
HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors
of Roads and Transport Authority( RTA ,)has honoured the winners of Testahel Award.
The event was held to coincide with the Happiness Week held by RTA for the seventh year
on end .Awarding the winners is a gesture of recognition of the contribution of organisations and individuals to improving RTA customer services.
Attendees of the event ,which was held in RTA Auditorium,

and projects .It ,therefore ,adopts multiple channels for com-

included a host of CEOs ,Directors and employees of RTA as

municating with the public including a variety of electronic and

well as representatives of winning companies.

smart channels ”,said Al Tayer.

“RTA has set the“ People Happiness ”within its strategic objectives in line with the National Agenda for Happiness and the
Dubai Plan .2021 The authority also launched the strategy

Winners

Al Tayer presented Testahel awards to the winning entities

of happiness to be the first government agency in Dubai to

and individuals .Emirates Driving Institute won the supplier of

launch a strategy of happiness .RTA was the first Dubai Gov-

driver training and licensing services award .Cars Vehicle Test-

ernment entity to launch the‘ Happiness Strategy ‘and endorse

ing Centre won the best supplier of vehicle testing & licensing

People Happiness Charter to underscore RTA‘s commitment

service award .Winners under this category are assessed by cli-

to bringing happiness to people .RTA is always keen on boost-

ents based on certain criteria including customers happiness,

ing customer communication by providing them with valuable

waiting time and the time taken to deliver the service.

feedback whilst addressing their needs on various

Al Tayer awarded the winners in customers service and smart

services

transformation .Licensing Agency won the best agency award

award amongst RTA centres .Al Manara Customers Happiness

in customers service .Planning and Business Development De-

Centre won the best centre award in the joint centres category.

partment at the Public Transport Agency won the best service

Saeed Al Muhairi won the best customers service supervisor

department award in customers service .The Intelligent Traffic

award ,and Aseel Bitar finished second.

Systems Department was the runner-up.

Al Tayer also honoured winners of the annual Taxi Excellence

Facilities Department ,at Corporate Administrative Support

Award for the best taxi companies and top drivers .Arabia Taxi

Services Sector ,won the best support customer service de-

won the best taxi company award ,and National Taxi won the

partment award ,and Drivers Training and Qualification De-

most improving company award in delivering service.

partment at Licensing Agency finished second.

The outstanding taxi drivers award went to 19 taxi drivers

Ms Rana Farouq ,from Licensing Agency ,won the best service

from the Dubai Taxi Corporation 14 ,drivers from Arabian Taxi,

coordinator award ,and Ms Sana Zayed from Public Transport

6drivers from Cars Taxi 6 ,drivers from Metro Taxi and 5 driv-

Agency followed in second place.

ers from National Taxi .Mohammed Waseem from Metro Taxi

The Parking Service from Parking Department at the Traffic and

won the new driver award.

Roads Agency won the main service award ,and the seasonal

Al Tayer honoured the winners of the best feasible sug-

parking won the best service award in smart transformation.

gestions award namely :Khalifa Sultan Al-Falasi ,Moham-

The Booking & Dispatch Centre at Public Transport Agency

med Mashhour ,Emad Mohammed ,Alaa Bashandi ,Ahmad

won the Best Call Centre Award ,and Customers Happiness

Al-Sammak and Salah Mubarak .He also honoured 31 win-

Centre at Umm Al Ramool won the best customers happiness

ners of Madinaty initiative.
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RTA‘s Community Happiness Index scores 89% in2018
The rating reflects an 11% rise

Taxi riders are the happiest among public transport commuters scoring91.7%
The Community Happiness Index of Dubai‘s Roads and Transport Authority RTA has
scored 89% last year )2018( compared with 78% scored in ,2017 which amounts to an
11%rise according to the report released recently by RTA in this regard.
The report released by RTA was based on the six pillars of

In the Economy pillar ,residents expressed happiness with

RTA‘s People Happiness Strategy .In the Education pillar to

their interactions with RTA staff and the diversity of transpor-

which RTA attaches paramount importance ,respondents ex-

tation modes in Dubai ,and the rating scored was .89.2% In

pressed their happiness with the initiatives ,awareness and

the Community pillar ,respondents felt that RTA had a major

educational campaign ,and announcements made by RTA

impact on Dubai Economy through effective investment ,and

about road safety ,which was reflected in a happiness rat-

the rating achieved reached .89.1% In the Environment pillar,

ing of .89.6% In the Culture pillar ,respondents were happy

which achieved a happiness rating of ,88.4% respondents be-

with RTA‘s important role in supporting the culture and her-

lieved that RTA plays a major role in supporting environmen-

itage of Dubai ,and the rating achieved here was .89.5% In

tally-friendly transportation modes and encouraging people to

the Governance pillar ,respondents were satisfied with their

adopt healthy lifestyles.

safety when using RTA‘s transportation modes ,and the rat-

Abdullah Yousef Al-Ali ,CEO of Licensing Agency and Chair-

ing scored was89.3%.

person of Happiness and Quality Life Council at RTA was de-

lighted with the sustained improvement in the happiness index

to deliver best-in-class customer experience and improve the

of RTA clients .He stressed that RTA would continue to adopt

overall customers happiness .Several initiatives were made to

effective strategies and well-rehearsed plans & techniques to

achieve this objective across various community segments .A

achieve a higher customer happiness rating.

total of 4618 responses were achieved through face-to-face

“The Index also measured the happiness rating of riders of RTA

interviews 3680( persons ,)telephonic interviews 109( per-

public transport modes .Taxi riders were the happiest scoring

sons )and online interviews 649( persons .)Surveys were car-

a happiness rating of ,91.7% followed by riders of the metro

ried out at different times and areas of Dubai ,such as malls,

,)88.6%(public buses ,)88.5%( marine transport,)86.9%(

residential areas ,taxi stands as well as metro ,bus and marine

and tram .)82.8%( The overall happiness rating of various

stations .Areas covered included Deira ,Bur Dubai ,Down Town,

public transit means clocked .88.4% The happiness rating

Dubai South and Dubai East.

of private vehicle owners with Dubai roads was as much as

“Respondents were fully delighted with the surveys about

.90.7%The overall customers happiness rating clocked89.2%

RTA‘s keenness to measure their happiness with RTA‘s ser-

amongst residents and 85.7% amongst visitors & tourists”,

vices. To ensure the objectivity and diversity of the survey,

revealed Al-Ali.

questionnaires covered various nationalities including Emiratis,

“The objective of launching the Community Happiness Sur-

GCC nationals and other nationalities from various sectors. It

vey is to understand clients ‘needs and improve RTA‘s services

also covered a broad range of living and economic standards
including retirees, public relation officers, workers, housewives, students (of different ages & academic levels), visitors,
job seekers, public servants, private sector employees, business owners and other social segments. Ages of respondents
ranged from 15 to 65 years.
“RTA will continue to undertake effective initiatives to improve
the happiness of various community segments in line with the
government‘s strategy to bring happiness to the community,
and accordingly contribute to making Dubai the happiest city
in the world,” he added.
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RTA and Aster DM Healthcare sign MoU for
supplying self-use medical devices to bus drivers

The service covers employees and clients at bus stations and depots

Dubai‘s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) and Aster DM Healthcare Group have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) whereby the Group will supply digital medical devices to bus stations & depots of RTA. These self-use devices, which will be provided free of charge, will enable drivers, employees and clients to monitor their health & physical condition. The step is part of efforts to
realise RTA‘s strategic goals namely (People Happiness) and (Advance RTA).
Ahmed Bahrozyan, CEO of Public Transport Agency, signed
for RTA and Azad Moopen, Founder Chairman and Managing
Director of Aster DM Healthcare, signed for the Group. The
signing took place at the premises of Public Transport Agency
T Muhaisina 4, in the presence of several officials from both
parties.
“The signing of this MoU is part of RTA‘s strategy to nurture a
healthy and sustainable environment for employees and customers. Aster DM Healthcare Group will supply Public Transport Agency with advanced medical devices enabling drivers to
monitor their health condition through self-use devices,” said
Bahrozyan.

be generalised later on after reviewing the initial results,” he

“The step will boost road safety & the safety of riders, enable

added.

employees to work more efficiently, and contribute to RTA‘s

“Aster DM Healthcare Group is proud to partner with RTA in

vision (Safe and Smooth Transport for All). Enabling clients

applying innovation to the management of health standards

to benefit from these devices also serves RTA‘s strategic ob-

of RTA employees and clients. Our cooperation will involve the

jectives. The Public Transport Agency will list the stations in

use of the latest digital testing & monitoring technologies,”

which these devices will be provided on a trial run, and will

said Moopen.

nol now payable at Al Maya Supermarkets

Dubai‘s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) announced that holders of nol cards
could now pay for purchases at Al Maya Supermarkets .The procedure has been enabled through MercuryPay platform.
“This service is now available at all retail outlets of Al Maya Super-

This initiative is an important step towards realising RTA‘s objective

markets in Dubai .nol cardholders can use their cards for smooth and

of bringing happiness to nol card holders in Dubai by offering them

quick payment for purchases at these stores in a process compatible

diversified use of their cards .The service fulfils RTA‘s 3rd Strategic

with the Points of Sale of the payment platform ”.said Mohammed

Goal (People Happiness) by enabling nol card users to pay for their

Al Khayyat ,Director of Automated Fare Collection Systems at RTA‘s

daily purchases in cooperation with reputed global entities.

Corporate Technology Support Services Sector.

“We are pleased to work with RTA in delivering this superb initiative

Speed limit on Sh Zayed bin Hamdan
Al Nahyan St .raised to 100 kph

The speed limit change applies to the sector
between Dubai-Al Ain and Al Yalayes Roads

Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) and Dubai Police General HQ decided to increase the
speed limit on Sheikh Zayed bin Hamdan Al Nahyan Street in the sector between Dubai-Al
Ain Road and Al Yalayes Road from 90 to 100 km/hour as of March.2019 ,17
“The decision to raise the speed limit on this sector of Sheikh
Zayed bin Hamdan Al Nahyan Street has been taken after elaborate studies conforming to the Speed Management
Manual in Dubai .The manual contains procedures ,stipulations and flexible engineering standards governing the setting
and assessing of speeds on various roads of the Emirate to
ensure they are in line with the latest international practices.
It charts out the correlation between the optimal speed rates
and the traffic flow while taking into consideration the basic

engineering factors such as the designed speed of the road,

engineering factors relating to the lack of compliance with the

actual speed observed by most motorists (The 85th Percen-

set speed limits ,and provides for using the best traffic en-

tile Speed), urbanisation rate on both roadsides, pedestrian

forcement means ”,said Eng .Maitha bin Adai ,CEO of RTA‘s

movement, and the availability of vital facilities. Consideration

Traffic and Roads Agency.

is also given to the number of accidents in the area, and the

“The current speed limits are being revised as part of traf-

traffic volumes of the road,” added Maitha.

fic safety studies continuously commissioned by Traffic and

“The existing speed limit signs will be changed to reflect the new

Roads Agency on vital roads across the Emirate of Dubai. Low-

speed limits of 100 km. Changes will also include directional and

ering or increasing speed limits depends on the road condition

cautionary signs governing the traffic relationship between road

and the surrounding environment, in coordination with the

users as per the approved standards in line with RTA‘s vision of

strategic partners. The speed limit is also judged by a host of

Safe and Smooth Transport for All,” she further added.

which will make shopping in Al Maya Supermarkets much easier for
Dubai residents. “This great move, will not only facilitate the shopping experience, but also create a new consumer segments “Kamal
Vachani, Group Director of Al Maya Group.
Simon Nelson, Chief Executive Officer, Mercury said “We are delighted to partner with RTA and support their strategy of making
Nol a multi-purpose card. We have enabled Al Maya Supermarket
stores for Nol payments in Dubai. nol‘s ‘Tap n go‘ functionality at
Point of Sale enables users to pay for their day-to-day purchases

of building smart cities to lay the foundation of better cities

with convenience and ease which removes the need to carry cash

for all community members. Such a drive warrants empow-

and paves the way to simpler payments for everyone”

erment and the adoption of smart solutions to achieve the

It is noteworthy that the Dubai Government adopts a strategy

highest levels of happiness and living standards.
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RTA starts installing Smart Gates
at Metro Stations of Route2020

Rail Agency of Dubai‘s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has recently started the installation of Smart Fare Gates at Metro Stations of Route 2020 Project .The gates are characterised by accuracy ,efficiency and speed in reading details of nol cards ,and picking up vital
indicators ,thanks to high-definition cameras fitted with3 D-Sensor Technology installed by
RTA in collaboration with several specialist firms.
“The new generation of smart gates has several features
such as high-performance technical features that ensure the
smooth flow of riders .These gates boast of an innovative design to enhance the interaction with users through LED technology to detect the direction of entry and exit movement.
The3 D-sensor technology will boost the safety and security of passengers and prevent crashing into gates ,especially

RTA restores Metro service between DMCC
and Ibn Battuta stations as of April19

Dubai Metro riders will be able to commute seamlessly between Dubai Multi Commodities
Centre ) DMCC( Station 37 and Ibn Battuta Station 39 from April ,19 without having to use
the alternative free shuttle bus service.
Since January ,2018 ,5 RTA had completely closed the Dubai

tions .The step echoes RTA‘s vision of providing safe and

Metro Red Line between DMCC and Ibn Battuta Metro Sta-

smooth transport for all ”,added Al Mudharreb.

tions as part of of Route 2020 Project requirements ,which

RTA always endeavors to expanding and upgrading Dubai pub-

encompasses constructing a new metro station and linking it

lic transport network ,including the Metro ,which has become

with the existing station .Accordingly ,the Nakheel Harbour

the ideal daily mobility option for numerous residents ,tourists

and Tower station and the attached multi-level parking termi-

and visitors to the Emirate from all over the world.

nal had been fully closed until further notice .
“RTA makes every effort to ensure the smooth
running of public transit services constantly and
seamlessly ”,said Mohammed Yousef Al Mudharreb ,Director of Rail Operations at RTA‘s Rail
Agency.
“RTA was keen to provide free shuttle buses between DMCC and Ibn Battuta Stations
throughout the closure of the two metro stations to ensure the smooth mobility of riders
and not inconveniencing them with construction works underway between the two sta-

by toddlers and wheelchairs of people of determination and
pregnant ladies .These gates will automatically open in case of
emergencies or fire ”,said Abdul Mohsin Ibrahim Younes ,CEO
of RTA‘s Rail Agency.
Other features of the smart gates include the detection of misuse ,and attempts to evade the payment of fare tailgating.
The use of Smart Gates for Metro Stations of Route2020
is in line with the first three strategic goals of RTA :Smart
Dubai ,Integrated Dubai and People Happiness.
“RTA is always keen to pioneer in using the latest of technologies and relevant support services concerning public transport to enhance the happiness of commuters ,residents and
visitors coming to Dubai globally ”, .concluded the Rail CEO.

Dubai Taxi offers 75% discount on flag down rate for
passengers arriving through Al Maktoum International Airport

RTA‘s Dubai Taxi Corporation( DTC )announced a discount in taxi flag down rate for passengers arriving through Al Maktoum International Airport( DWC .)The rate will go down
by 75% for 45 days from April 16 to May.2019 ,30
The step coincides with the upgrading of the Southern runway

gers .As such ,it is now possible for more than one rider to

of Dubai International ) DXB( Airport ,which will be closed for45

share a taxi from Al Maktoum International Airport (DWC) to

days for a full renovation of the runway .Accordingly ,part of the

multiple destinations .The step will ease the mobility of pas-

flights will be diverted to Al Maktoum International Airport) DWC.(

sengers ,reduce the waiting time and save expenses .The move

“Lifting passengers from Al Maktoum International Airport

is part of our excellent operation strategy and DTC‘s commit-

(DWC )has become faster and cheaper now .The flag down

ment to enrich the experience of clients and live up to their

rate has been reduced by 75% from AED 20 to AED 5 for

expectations ”,he added.

passengers using DTC taxis .The step coincides with Dubai International( DXB )Airport‘s
Southern Runway upgrading ;which will last
45days 16 April 30-May .During this period,
passengers ‘traffic at Al Maktoum International
Airport) DWC(is expected to rise by as much as
”,700%said Dr .Yousef Mohammed Al Ali ,CEO
of Dubai Taxi Corporation.
“We have also introduced a shared taxi service
at Al Maktoum International Airport (DWC) ;
which will reduce the fare for arriving passenIssue No. 131
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Al Tayer inaugurates new premises of RTA‘s
Nursery can accommodate up to 120 children

It nurtures a happy working environment for female employees

An MoU with Al-Futtaim Colas LLC for
researching sustainable transport infrastructure
Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with Al-Futtaim Colas LLC providing for enhanced cooperation in research
and innovation, whereby the two parties will undertake initiatives relating to roads
and the advanced and sustainable infrastructure of transport.
Eng. Maitha bin Adai, CEO of Traffic and Roads Agency, signed

using recycled asphalt materials in road construction in a bid

for the RTA, and Mr David Gangell, Regional Manager of Al

to make Dubai one of the most sustainable cities worldwide by

Futtaim Colas LLC, signed for the company at an event held

2020,” said Eng. Maitha.

at RTA‘s Head Office. Attendees included Hamad Al Futtaim

She confirmed RTA‘s commitment to develop its research and

(Representative of Al Futtaim Group), Mr Paul-Henri Aumont

innovation system for roads construction and sustainable

(CEO of Colas - Middle East & South East Africa), and several

transport infrastructure to nurture an environment conducive

officials from both parties.

to investment and competitiveness as per international best

“The signing of the MoU follows a visit to the R&D Centre of

practices. This can be accomplished through local and global

Colas in Paris, France to review the company‘s pilot project for

partnerships, expertise exchange enhancement and capitalize

constructing the world‘s first solar-powered roads. The visit

on the R&D Centre of Colas in domains including shaping the

also included reviewing the research of innovative environmen-

future, experimental applied projects for researches to come

tal-friendly asphalt mixtures that increase roads lifecycle and

up with innovative in rods construction, and attracting highly

reduce their costs. During the visit, several trials were made for

efficient competencies.

HE Mattar Al Tayer ,Director-General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors of Roads and
Transport Authority ) RTA ( inaugurated the newly built nursery for the children of RTA‘s female employees .The new premises enables increasing the intake from 80 to 120 children.
“RTA is committed to providing a convenient environ-

Al Tayer toured the facilities of the nursery and the

ment that addresses the mindset and concerns of RTA

classes ,which were classified age-wise ,namely4-12

female employees for their loved ones .Expanding the

months 1-2 ,years 2-3 ,years and 3-4 years .The nurs-

capacity of RTA‘s nursery increases the number of ben-

ery is fitted with a clinic licensed by the Dubai Health

eficiaries of this social service and offers mothers peace

Authority ,lactation and sleeping rooms ,kitchen ,toi-

of mind that raises their satisfaction and enables them

lets for people of determination ,and made-to-measure

to increase their work performance .This achievement

washbasins for children .The facilities design promote

stems from the keenness of RTA to empower women by

intellectual and creative skills of children ,and the spa-

overcoming the challenges in the way of achieving a bal-

cious classes and corridors ensure smooth and free

ance between family and professional life ”,said Al Tayer.

movement of children.

“We are thrilled with the signing of this MoU with RTA. We al-

said Paul-Henri Aumont.

ways seek to work with leading entities undertaking road proj-

Colas is a world leader in the construction and maintenance of

ects worldwide with the aim of achieving sustainable economic

transport infrastructure. The company‘s operations span 50

growth. Colas is engaged in innovative solar energy initiatives

countries in 5 continents with a workforce of 55,000 individu-

in collaboration with leading firms and has carried out several

als, and has a strong hand in the supply chain of road-related

pilot projects in this field highlighted by the pilot solar road

fields. Colas operates the world‘s largest R&D facility in Paris

project in France. The company is firmly focused on research &

dedicated to the development of techniques and processes of

innovation in developing creative solutions for roads in future,”

pavement design, as well as asphalt and bitumen emulsion.
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Customers Council explores needs and
aspirations of People of Determination

73 representatives of concerned parties
and schools attended the gathering
The Customers Council of Roads and Transport Authority RTA has convened in
Rashid Center for People of Determination with 73 representatives of entities ,people of determination and their parents to discuss the needs and aspirations of this
community segment .Holding the gathering is part of RTA‘s endeavours to deliver excellent services and maintain links with people of determination in response to Dubai
Government‘s initiative ):My Community – A City for Everyone(
Attendees of the session included Mohammed Obaid Al Mul-

and Apps developed in line with the best international practices.

la ,Board Member and Chairman of Customers Council ;Adel

“People of Determination happiness and satisfaction is one of

Shakri ,Director of Planning & Business Development at Public

RTA‘s main priority .It had developed strategies and plans and

Transport Agency as well as directors of the concerned depart-

allocated budgets to implement them for the benefit of peo-

ments and representatives of all agencies & sectors of RTA.

ple of determination .Examples of these tailor-made services

A visual presentation was made to highlight the services deliv-

include designing the infrastructural services ,such as roads,

ered and projects undertaken for the benefit of people of de-

crossings ,parking ,and buildings ,to serve this segment besides

termination along with the communication channels ,services

implementing world-class standards of public transport modes

Rolling out diverse activities to mark Happiness Week 2019
100 free trips to tourists arriving through Dubai Int‘l Airport
Dubai‘s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) has launched an array of entertaining activities as part of its participation in the 3rd Happiness Week (17-22
March 2019). Events included contests, tours, surprises and music festivities for
both employees and clients of RTA.
“Events included ‘Search for Happiness Icons‘ contest aimed at

“Events for both employees and customers included a trip to

encouraging people to use public transport means and search

Wadi Hub, Hatta on March 22nd; 8 free activities for visitors,

for happiness icons and win valuable prizes. The ‘Free Ride‘

and gifts. Among the key events is the Dubai Metro Music

initiative offered 100 free trips on Tesla vehicles for tourists

Festival (17-23 March) launched in collaboration with Brand

arriving through Dubai International Airport on March 20 only.

Dubai the creative arm of Government of Dubai Media Office

‘On Your Way to Happiness‘ was another surprise for RTA em-

in five Metro Stations (Burjuman, Al Rigga, Union, DMCC, and

ployees offering them valuable prizes on raffle draws during

Mall of the Emirates) involving the participation of 25 inter-

the Happiness Week including purchase vouchers, electronic

national musicians.

devices, smartphones and others,” said Yousef Al-Rida, CEO

“The Happiness Week 2019 coincides with the Year of

RTA‘s of Corporate Administrative Support Services Sector.

Tolerance declared by the Government. As such, RTA is

Through discussions ,several ideas and suggestions were
made including providing training to attendants & supervisors
of mass transport on the needs of people of determination,
especially autistics ,and affixing posters on cars used by this
category to alert road users ,for safety reasons .The meeting
called for allocating additional number taxis customised to the
use of people of determination due to the high demand for
the service .And it was suggested that the doors of these taxis
to open sideways instead of the door opened from the rear of
the vehicle.
A suggestion was made to provide parkings for visually imand taxis befitting the people of determination ”,said Al Mulla.

paired individuals ,likewise other segments of people of deter-

“The main objective of this session was to brief attendees on

mination .Another proposal was made to designate places in all

the quality of services rendered by RTA to the people of de-

public transport means( trains ,buses ,tram ,water transport)

termination and heed to comments of officials of schools and

for people of determination with involuntary hyperactivity ,for

centres for people of determination .Their feedback will be an-

their safety and the safety of riders around them.

alysed to improve the services and ensure they are responsive

The council recommended the concerned agencies and de-

to the needs of this category .Eventually ,it will contribute to

partments at RTA to study and implement the suggestions

higher satisfaction rating besides supporting our government

and ideas proposed as per the rules and regulations applicable

efforts to make Dubai a friendly city for people of determina-

at RTA with the aim of bringing more happiness to this cher-

tion by ”,2020 he added.

ished community category.

endeavouring to encapsulate the happiness strategy in

It is noteworthy that the UAE ranked first amongst

the form of initiatives and services rendered to employees

Arab countries and 20th worldwide according to the

and clients. It is seeking to nurture a happy community liv-

World Happiness Report 2018 of The Earth Insti-

ing in a country of tolerance, respect and the coexistence

tute, Columbia University, and the UN Sustainable

of cultures & religions, especially as the UAE is home to

Development Solutions Network, released last year in

almost all nationalities in the world,” added Al-Rida.

Rome, Italy.
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A brainstorming session exploring future
and challenges of electric vehicles

Roads and Transport Authority has held a brainstorming session about the future of
using electric vehicles in Dubai along with associated challenges .Attendees of the
session included representatives of the Supreme Council of Energy ,government and
private entities ,and suppliers of electric vehicles.
“The workshop was held to review RTA‘s and Supreme Council

examined the challenges facing the deployment and expansion

of Energy‘s plans for the future of electric vehicles and encour-

of the use of these environmental-friendly vehicles and how

aging their use as part of transit means in the Emirate .It also

to overcome them ”,said Abdulla Yousef Al Ali ,CEO of Licens-

RTA‘s vacancies at the 19th Careers UAE

Tamkeen and Edaad support Emiratisation drive
Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) took part in the 19th edition of Careers UAE on (19
March) at the Dubai World Trade Center. The job fair attracted wide participation of various entities and companies in the UAE. Through the event, RTA is seeking to recruit young
citizens in support of Emiratisation drive.
“RTA keenly participates annually in support of its Emirati-

RTA always keeps pace with the ambitions of leaders in sup-

sation strategy, especially as the event attracts considerable

porting the Emiratisation process considering it a permanent

numbers of fresh Emirati graduates as well as senior Emirati

strategy. Initiatives taken in this regard included Tamkeen with

professionals in various fields,” said Mansour Al-Falasi, Direc-

RTA; a six-month programme aimed to train Emiratis who

tor of Human Resources & Development at RTA‘s Corporate

could not find jobs for a year since graduation. They are being

Administrative Support Services Sector.

trained on professional skills and groomed for the job market.

At its stand, RTA has on offer a wide range of posts in en-

So far, two batches graduated in the presence of RTA‘s Direc-

gineering, financial, investment, internal audit, administration,

tor General and Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors,

information technology, strategic planning as well as quality,

and a large number of them have taken up jobs in RTA.

health, safety and environment fields. Respective directors

“There is also Edaad (Grooming) programme, which qualifies

conduct instant interviews of the applicants; which will accel-

and trains several Emirati graduates and offers them place-

erate the recruitment process thanks to the advanced technol-

ments at RTA. This two-year program ensures the deployment

ogies via Dubai Careers Platform.

of well-trained Emiratis capable of contributing to sustainable

ing Agency cum Deputy Head of the team for Reviewing RTA
Strategies ,Plans and Incentives for Encouraging the Use of
Electric Vehicles.
“The workshop is part of RTA‘s strategies aimed to reduce
carbon footprint ,support the green economy ,optimise the
use of traditional power and promote the use of clean energy on the ground .RTA has rolled out several initiatives to
encourage the use of electric vehicles including free testing
&registration ,free parking ,and the provision of recharging
stations .RTA has set testing standards for electric vehicles
at the highest international standard .The maturity rate of

RTA‘s Women Committee
celebrates Mother‘s Day
Women Committee of Dubai‘s Roads and
Transport Authority (RTA) held an array of
events marking Mother‘s Day March 21 at
RTA‘s Head Office .Scores of mothers were at
hand to celebrate the day together with children of RTA‘s Nursery ,and several companies
made exclusive offers for female employees.

these standards has been developed to ensure a leading
role for Dubai in this regard.

Events included a workshop for nursery kids about making

“RTA is always keen to hold brainstorming sessions for electric

greeting cards for mothers in addition to‘ My Mother and I‘

vehicles with the concerned bodies to enable the exchange of

contest for garnishing cupcakes .Mothers also reflected on

knowledge ,expertise and views .It will enable us to assess the

funny & defining moments in their lives through the‘ Share A

best techniques of turning electric vehicles into a reality that

Story ‘contest.

meets the aspirations of our government and the future of

Gifts and giveaways were distributed to contestants and kids,

mobility in Dubai ”,added Al Ali.

yoga sessions were organised by Zuleikha Hospital ,and draws
were made on coupons for hotel nights and services at highend beauty parlours .Several suppliers and beauty centres held
an exhibition of health & beauty ,foods ,baby care and mother
products ,and offered discount coupons and services.

development. The program has extra features such as specialist practical training, along with rewards and incentives
offered to inductees with superior talents,” noted Al Falasi.
In the same context, Al Falasi reported that Emiratization
of leading posts in RTA amounted to 95% and the overall
Emiratization of jobs rate had clocked 87%. “RTA is always
keen on charting out strategic plans for attracting Emiratis
in a variety of fields through participation in career shows
or other recruitment sources as part of its commitment to
the directives of the Government in this regard,” he added.
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